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Executive Summary

Dan Vallone and Hahrie Han

Searching for A New Paradigm

Paradigms guide action. Particularly in moments of crisis, those paradigms—or cohered sets of assumptions about ourselves, each other, and the world around us—shape the intentions we develop, the solutions we imagine, and, ultimately, the actions we choose. What happens when the paradigms we carry are limited or, worse, wrong? This report seeks to recover an underappreciated paradigm—focused on collective settings—for guiding efforts to revitalize American democracy.

Focusing on something as abstract as a paradigm might seem misguided in this moment when American democracy seems to be teetering on a precipice, with one foot on solid ground and the other swinging into the abyss. But history tells us this is precisely the moment when we must examine our core assumptions about how to best strengthen democracy. Consider this story that Dan heard when he was in the Army about a misguided US effort in Afghanistan. A new American unit had deployed to a village in a mountainous province in eastern Afghanistan eager to “win hearts and minds.” Reducing public support for the Taliban and other insurgents, they believed, depended on improving the material lives of Afghans. Immediately, the Americans noticed the arduous, daily journey women from the village had to make up and down the mountainous terrain to retrieve water from the valley. The solution seemed clear: Build a well. The Afghans could have more control over their water supply and save considerable time.

The Americans went to work, sure that the well would gain widespread acclaim. Ribbons were cut, photos taken, and inaugural buckets drawn from the well. By the next day, however, an enormous pile of rocks filled the well. Certain that the Taliban was trying to sabotage their efforts, the American soldiers removed the rocks and cleaned up the well. But the next day, the rocks were back. And the next day. And the next.

Finally, the soldiers convinced a villager to reveal the culprit: It was not the Taliban, but the local Afghan women. Why would the women jeopardize efforts to make their lives easier? As the Americans soon learned, the long, arduous walk to the river was the only time when the women were free of men, allowed to talk and interact without male supervision. The women valued this autonomy, camaraderie, and social connection far more than the efficiencies gained from the well. The Americans had been so sure that increased control over water was a universal desire that they never thought to ask the people what they wanted. Instead of advancing their cause, the well had failed to benefit the Afghans and inadvertently undermined American efforts to build a strong relationship with the villagers.

This story illustrates the way our paradigms implicitly or explicitly shape the solutions we develop to solve problems. The American soldiers acted like the man who lost his keys and looked for them under a streetlight. When a passerby asks him if he’s sure he lost the keys near the light, the man says, “No, but this is where the light is.” Paradigms are like the streetlights in this story: As much as they illuminate possibilities for change, they also constrain where we look. The wrong paradigm leads us to misread situations, overlook opportunities, and pursue the wrong solutions. This is true in war, and it’s true today with American democracy.

The need to strengthen American democracy is clear. Close to three in five Americans express dissatisfaction with the way democracy is functioning. Recognizing the crisis, philanthropists have more than tripled funding for reform efforts since 2010 (from approximately $750 million to $2.5 billion in 2020)—but we still seem to be dangling over the precipice.

Perhaps the democracy field needs another paradigm.
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Although it is impossible to stuff a rich, complex ecosystem of democracy reformers into two buckets, a very crude characterization might identify two dominant (and worthy!) paradigms: (1) institutional reform efforts and (2) individual, psycho-social interventions. The first argues that by improving the rules that govern how democracy (especially elections) work, we can reshape incentives and thereby reduce polarization and strengthen democracy. Advocates argue that redistricting reform or electoral reforms like ranked-choice voting can improve politics by making candidates and parties more responsive to a broad population. The second paradigm seeks behavioral interventions that address people’s tribal psychology, increase inter-group contact, reduce bias, foster healthier media habits, and, ultimately, reduce polarization and strengthen democracy. Both are foundationally important paradigms for building a healthy, pluralistic democracy, and we applaud—and have gratefully partnered with—both.

But our two organizations came together three years ago with a shared sense that these two paradigms, by themselves, were insufficient. As much as we might achieve with what we find under these two streetlights, we must also cast light into areas currently obscured by darkness.

In particular, both paradigms presume a more stable and predictable world than currently exists. Both institutional and behavioral reform efforts usually start by defining desired outcomes—reducing affective polarization, for example—then work backward to identify interventions that demonstrate quantitative improvements on those outcomes. People and communities become objects to be treated by appropriate dosages of these interventions. But what if we live in a world in which intervention x does not always lead to outcome y?

In a dynamic, uncertain world, we need new paradigms. Berkeley professor David Teece is a management scholar who has devoted his career to studying why some firms are better than others at succeeding in dynamic market environments. The firms that succeed are not those that only have the best, most efficient processes for doing things that are predictable, such as managing their supply chains, developing marketing campaigns, or building effective human-resources systems. Instead, successful firms differentiate themselves by their capability to respond thoughtfully and nimbly to contingency. As Teece says, they not only do the right thing, they do the right thing at the right time. Firms that operate in stable markets can sometimes succeed without building such capabilities, but those in dynamic markets fail without them.

Twenty-first century American society is in a moment of economic, demographic, and technological flux that mirrors such dynamic markets, but our paradigms are still made for a more constant world. Building the capabilities we need to respond to a dynamic world necessitates flipping the model for designing “interventions” on its head. Instead of working backward from an outcome we define, we must instead seek paradigms that assume people are subjects designing their own futures, can provide guidance in an uncertain world, and develop capabilities that prepare for us a future we cannot predict. Particularly in a pluralistic society, we contend that doing so depends on equipping people and communities of all kinds to become architects of their own futures. Anyone concerned with strengthening American democracy must admit that we don’t always know what they will need or who will be deciding, so our task now is to strengthen the processes and capabilities that enable all people to engage productively in building the world they need.

Hiding in Plain Sight: A Paradigm of Collective Settings

Isak Tranvik’s essay cited in this report synthesizes theoretical, historical, and empirical research to shine a light on such a paradigm for making democracy work: collective settings. His argument is not that it is a new paradigm but instead one that has quietly asserted itself throughout history. Emily B. Campbell conducted a series of case studies to describe how collective settings play out relative to behavioral and institutional approaches (see Appendix A for a description of her methodology). Her studies of electoral reform in Alaska, the behavioral interventions of Braver Angels of Central Texas, and the “everyday democracy” of Blue Mountain Forest Partners in Oregon draw on 47 original interviews and hundreds of hours in the field and
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highlight the strengths and challenges of each respective approach. Our goal here is to make them more visible so that we can, with intention, address 21st-century deficiencies in how they are designed and distributed across the country.

From the earliest days of American democracy, Americans have been gathering with each other across lines of difference in self-governing, Tocquevillian “schools of democracy” to solve public problems. Imagine neighbors coming together to provide mutual aid during the coronavirus pandemic or a community seeking solutions for a shortage of high-quality childcare. Tranvik describes these efforts as “everyday democracy.” People join these efforts not because they are concerned about democracy per se but instead to solve concrete problems in their lives. In both cases, groups in the community will have distinct interests and goals, leading to important debates about the design and implementation of mutual aid or new childcare facilities. As they work together to hammer out solutions, people learn the hard and soft skills of democracy; they gain appreciation for the negotiations necessary to any effort to solve shared problems; they access a sense of agency often absent with interventionist approaches; and they build relationships and understandings of each other that become a resource for the future.

Understanding the value and ubiquity of such efforts reframes the question of reforming democracy from “How do we get people to do a thing?” to “How do we equip people to become the kind of people who do what needs to be done?” Unlike existing paradigms, this approach focuses on the importance of collective experience instead of individual incentives, and prioritizes reforms that build (evidence-based) capabilities for responding to contingency instead of those that yield immediate effects on democratic outcomes. Rigorous measurement still matters, but it redefines what we should measure, not whether we should measure. This report argues that shaping the social and collective contexts within which people naturally gather can, in certain instances, be more effective than creating interventions that act solely at the individual or institutional level.

We contend that where we see such efforts succeed, it is neither random nor simply the result of a single charismatic leader or group. Tranvik’s essay and Campbell’s cases identify a set of common design features that such settings share, which increase the probability of cultivating the dynamic capabilities needed to make democracy work: (1) shared governance structures designed to engage participation across a wide group of stakeholders and make transparent power-sharing agreements, (2) institutionalized mechanisms for accountability so that all those affected have a chance to co-create solutions, (3) public relationships that embrace difference, and (4) a celebration of open-endedness and experimentation.

We are not arguing that these are a panacea or a replacement for institutional and behavioral efforts. Instead, we are simply arguing that they are too often overlooked because they do not fit our current approaches to designing reform. Yet, when we turn the light on, we observe that there are healthy collective settings hidden in plain sight across the country. But much still needs to be done. Such settings are far too few, too thin, too under-resourced, and too detached from the main engines of civil society at the local, regional, and national level—and even where such settings exist, many ignore the design features that enable such settings to work. These are the design and distribution deficiencies. Paying attention to the infrastructure that makes such settings possible is the task of the entire democracy ecosystem.

Implications and Action Steps

Business and military organizations have long recognized the need to invest in organizational design. Consider the resources devoted to designing remote or hybrid teams in corporate America or team design and leadership in the military. Yet, on a relative basis, the democracy ecosystem underinvests in organizational design as a vector for reform and engagement. Researchers, philanthropists, and leaders in civil society, business, and government can all play a role in changing this mentality to drive adoption of collective settings.
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For Researchers
We need much more (widely disseminated) research to help us better understand multiple themes:
- Distribution gaps: Where do well-designed collective settings exist, or not? How are they distributed across off-line and online settings?
- Design features: What are the design features that influence whether collective settings cultivate healthy democratic capabilities?
- Return on investment: What measures can we use to examine the impacts of collective settings? What measurement and evaluation frameworks enable philanthropists and practitioners to maintain rigor even when designing for uncertainty?

For Philanthropy
Collective settings need both funding and philanthropic organizing:
- Address distribution concerns: New funding opportunities can invest in creating well-designed collective settings in areas where such settings are rare or absent.
- Shift incentives to emphasize designing for contingency: Funding opportunities can emphasize metrics that focus on the cultivation of dynamic democratic capabilities at both the individual and organizational levels.
- Empower learning: Resourcing the connective tissue between research and practice, and cultivating fellowships and other human networks to share lessons learned can strengthen the field.
- Nurture the philanthropic community: Funding communities organized vertically (bringing local, state, and national funders together) and horizontally (across ideological, geographic, demographic, and issue-based difference) can coordinate resources and mitigate against unnecessary politicization.

For Civil Society, Business, and Government
Civil society leaders can cultivate collective settings in their work and communities. Likewise, the state and markets each play a crucial role in creating settings (like the workplace) where people interact with each other. All three sectors impact the design and distribution of settings.
- Invest in design: Thinking intentionally about the design features of self-governing communities (governance practices, accountability, learning systems) can make collective settings more likely.
- Consider distribution: Local and regional groups across civil society, business, and government can consider working together to identify and fill gaps in access to well-designed collective settings.

Conclusion
This report seeks to re-articulate a long-standing paradigm for making democracy work that has, we believe, gotten lost in the attention economy that drives much of American politics. Investing in the design and distribution of civic infrastructure may not be the approach that garners the viral attention that often drives action, but it is necessary for preparing our people and our communities for the inevitable uncertainties that we will face in the future. By investing in collective settings, we hope to develop the muscles for democracy that people and communities will need to seek, identify, and implement shared solutions that do not accept the world as it is but instead create the world they need.
Collective Settings: The Civic Infrastructure of Everyday Democracy

LITERATURE REVIEW

By Isak Tranvik

Introduction

American politics appear to be broken. What might those concerned about the future of the United States do? Many argue that “pluralism”—sometimes described “as a way of being and acting with others across difference”5—is key to political renewal. Americans, in short, need to (re-)learn how to live and work with those with whom they have seemingly little in common.

As a result, scholars have conducted extensive research into the micro- and macro-level foundations of enmity and distrust. Those who focus on the micro-level hone in on the psychological roots of affective polarization,6 theorized as a primary driver of divisiveness. Many propose healing fractured relationships via facilitated conversations, structured retreats, etc.7

Scholars concentrating on the macro level examine structural or institutional causes of anti-pluralism more broadly, like election rules and procedures, changes to media, or economic inequality.8 Consequently, most push for policy changes that they believe would help alleviate affective partisanship, including but not limited to reforming voting processes, campaign financing, districting procedures, and wealth redistribution.9

In this report, we intend to contribute to these important conversations on pluralism and American politics by suggesting an approach that has loomed large in the history of the United States: What we call “everyday democracy.”

For better or worse, our generation is not the first to grapple with democratic dysfunction. American politics has been in crisis more often than not. Emerging after a horrific revolution and, more immediately, Shay’s Rebellion, democracy in America was born on the brink. Age did not necessarily bring repose. From slavery to the Civil War, from “Indian” removal to the Gilded Age, from the Chinese Exclusion Acts to Jim Crow, American politics—and, obviously, the lives of many living in the United States—has been perpetually under threat.
Previous crises reveal a critical wellspring of hope: people—elites and ordinary people alike—working together across difference to solve public problems.

This tradition has been pivotal in moments of crisis, like those mentioned above. But we contend that everyday democracy is also what builds and sustains neighborhoods and towns, cities and states. Such significant but decidedly unspectacular efforts, in other words, enabled the development of a universal preschool program in Cincinnati, grain co-ops in the Red River Valley, the Nehemiah Homes in Brooklyn, and public schools in Manchester.

These less dramatic instances of everyday democracy rarely garner the same sort of attention as macro- and micro-level reforms. Everyday democracy is too small, too slow, and too unsexy to make for a viral tweet or a breaking headline. It is also too difficult and too frustrating to make for a compelling human-interest story. The diffuse nature of everyday democracy does not help matters; it is usually invisible to those focused on legislative politics and it operates just beyond the purview of scholars and practitioners interested in individual attitudes and beliefs. Although everyday democracy might be noticed when one stumbles across it in one’s neighborhood or when it seems to suddenly burst on the national scene, it does not come from nowhere.

Indeed, everyday democracy is more than an ephemeral and episodic occurrence that only arises in times of crisis or by accident. Rather, the central claim of this report is that robust and well-designed civic infrastructure is critical to catalyzing and sustaining everyday democracy. More specifically, we think that collective settings, the sites or spaces from which any non-governmental public action emerges, are key to everyday democracy, pluralism, and political renewal, more generally.

Consider, for instance, a neighborhood association. Insofar as it is established by a local community or group, such a meeting can function as a collective setting. It facilitates public action without exercising de jure political power. It is also not organized (only) to benefit individuals; a neighborhood is more than the sum of its parts. Like all collective settings, a neighborhood association is located squarely within the meso-level of democracy.

Religious institutions, secondary schools, colleges and universities, and various kinds of voluntary associations—as well as smaller sites within them—can also serve as collective settings. Yet we want to stress that collective settings are not reducible to any particular type of group (e.g., voluntary) or “sphere” (e.g., public or civil). In our view, almost any physical or even digital space can function as a collective setting. A backyard potluck, a front porch, a Reddit forum, or a bus stop outside a distribution center may be collective settings. The same is true for an office at a small business or the break room at a large corporation. The size and location of the setting is less important than the fact that it is the site from which public action emerges.
Case Study 1: Braver Angels

(See Appendix A for a description of the methodology behind these comparative case studies.)

By Emily B. Campbell

On a sunny Saturday morning in late April in Austin, Texas, a group of people gathered at the Dispute Resolution Center in a large strip-mall for a Braver Angels’ “Red/Blue Workshop.” Greeted with coffee, donuts, and kolaches—the Texan version of an oversized pig in a blanket—each participant arrived, pausing at the welcome table replete with flyers, books, and a sign-in sheet to retrieve a handwritten name tag scribed in red or blue, a shorthand signifier for their respective political affiliation. Two trained facilitators began the morning with introductions. Each participant offered their name, reason for coming, and hopes for the workshop. A common thread tied participants together: a deep concern for the internal divisions and strife threatening America. One young man quipped, “I don’t want to catch ideological rabies.” Another woman confessed, “I live in a bubble.” The facilitators proceeded with ground rules: Talk about politics without trying to convince anyone and only represent yourself.

The workshop began with Reds and Blues gathering with others who shared their political views to generate a list of stereotypes about their own political group. Each group listed the stereotypes on a large notepad with markers and then discussed each one. Participants highlighted any falsehoods and related corrections and any kernels of truth that a stereotype held. A reporter from each group then summarized their discussion to the full group. Participants then broke into Red/Blue pairs to discuss what they’d learned about the other side and any points of common ground they discovered.

Selected individuals from each side stood in the center of a circle for the second exercise to discuss the questions: Why do you think your side’s values and policies are good for the country? What reservations do you have about the other side, had identified more commonalities across the ground they discovered.

Participants each shared what they’d gained from the workshop to close the three-hour session. A palpable sense of goodwill emerged as participants expressed feeling “more hopeful” and that “common ground was shared.”

Braver Angels

Founded in 2016 to counter affective polarization, Braver Angels (BA) has over 11,000 members nationally. The premise of the BA model is that if people sit down together, build tools for civil discourse, and come to see people before politics, affective polarization will diminish and a revitalized, civil culture can emerge. From March 2020 to February 2021, BA hosted 443 unique workshops, the cornerstone of their work. In April 2023, I attended two workshops with the Central Texas Alliance: a Red/Blue Workshop in Austin and a Depolarizing Within Workshop in New Braunfels. In addition to reviewing existing research about BA, I interviewed 12 participants and two alliance leaders and reviewed summaries of participant questionnaires.

Strengths: Democracy through Relationship

All interviewees reported participating in BA to grow their capacity to speak to those with divergent political views. Some had strained relationships with family and friends because of the caustic political climate. One 54-year-old woman, a Democrat, described being caught in the middle of her ultra-conservative 88-year-old parents and her 20-year-old daughter, who is a lesbian. She hoped BA would give her skills to manage the conflict. A 30-year-old conservative woman had grown disenchanted with leftist ideals and moved to the political right in recent years—losing friends over her change. She sought BA for its cathartic, therapeutic attributes, noting it felt like a “safe space” to talk about her political views and experiences.

People also reported coming to BA because of general concerns for the United States. Chris, a 60-year-old “Red,” explained, “There’s just so much divide and a lot of hate. It worries me about the future of our country. I have an 18-year-old son, soon to be 19, and I worry about his future.” He continued, explaining that people need to realize “it’s not ‘they.’ There is no ‘they.’ There’s only ‘we.’ ‘They’ are us.”

In questionnaires completed directly after the workshops, participants reported feeling more prepared to engage the other side, had identified more commonalities across the aisle, and were more curious to learn from members of the other party. Research on the attitudinal durability of such workshops remains inconclusive.

Challenges: Demography, Durability

Workshop participants expressed a desire to connect with a more diverse group of people. Jane, a 30-year-old conservative woman, reflected, “There aren’t enough Black and Brown people, not enough Asian, not enough.... The racial diversity, the cultural, ethnic diversity is not there... That’s very limiting. And it usually sometimes does turn into white folks arguing about what’s best for Black and Brown communities.”
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BA is whiter, older, more educated, and more liberal than the general population (69 percent of participants identify as liberal). The organization has established a Red Caucus for conservatives and an Angels of Color Caucus for people of color to try to remedy such disparities.

Those willing to participate in BA often are not those who are most polarized. Charles, a Democrat, said, “The people who are extremists or very fixed in their views, rigidly fixed, are unlikely to join a group like this because it’s going to feel uncomfortable, I think. I found the people there quite willing to participate and be vulnerable and share their points of view in a respectful way.”

Notes
1 Personal interview, May 5, 2023.
4 My approach to recruitment at the events was to solicit people to voluntarily sign up to be contacted for an interview after a brief introduction facilitated by the leaders of the workshops. Interviewees included three “Reds” and nine “Blues” and lasted from 25 minutes to 1.5 hours. See Methodology section of this report.
5 Personal interview, May 9, 2023.
8 Personal interview, May 5, 2023.
11 Eighty-eight percent of participants identify as White though they make up 64 percent of the US population. BA is older: 73 percent are over age 50 compared to America’s median age of 38. Women also outnumber men, accounting for 68 percent of participants. In terms of educational attainment—the new fault line in American inequality—a whopping 65 percent had post-graduate degrees and just 1 percent had only a high school education; Braver Angels, Braver Angels 2020-2021 Report.
To state the obvious, not all collective settings catalyze everyday democracy. Just like any piece of infrastructure, collective settings enable certain kinds of action (and inhibit others). And because everyday democracy has been eclipsed by macro- and micro-level approaches to political renewal, the infrastructure that supports it tends to be in despair, designed for something other than everyday democracy, or altogether neglected. This creates a vicious cycle: the (anti-pluralist) public action that emerges from crumbling or poorly designed collective settings seems to affirm that everyday democracy is a thing of the past.

In what follows, however, we contend that the reports of everyday democracy’s death are greatly exaggerated. Everyday democracy is not so much gone as it is diminished. And our view is that rebuilding and repairing the civic infrastructure that helps catalyze it can breathe new life into this venerable tradition—as well as American politics.

What are the characteristics of the kinds of collective settings that help catalyze everyday democracy? As we discuss in much greater detail below, we conclude that such collective settings typically have at least four mutually reinforcing components:

1. They are designed for directly participatory governance: They enable practitioners of everyday democracy to share power.

2. They institutionalize accountability: All who share power also share accountability.

3. They embrace difference: Public relationships are critical to everyday democracy.

4. They celebrate open-endedness: They enable experimentation.

We conclude with a call to support efforts to rebuild or repair collective settings along these lines.

Everyday Democracy, Pluralism, and Civic Infrastructure

Before turning to collective settings, a bit more must be said about everyday democracy and the ways that it cultivates a pluralistic public culture. In what follows, then, we draw on the findings of scholars and practitioners who have examined how what we call “everyday democracy” works, who engages in it (and why), and why it is important for pluralistic political communities. To start, we think that Jane McAlevey is correct when she writes, albeit in a slightly different context, there are “no shortcuts” in politics: The people are critical to flourishing political communities. The demos, in other words, cannot be saved from itself. It need not be, either. We believe people have the capacity to solve the public problems that matter to them. These capacities are often hidden or latent. But sometimes they are on full display.

As noted above, we contend that such displays are best understood as instances of everyday democracy. So, what, precisely, is everyday democracy?

First and foremost, it is problem-driven. Everyday democracy foregrounds the particular problems of particular people living in particular places rather than a set of models to be implemented or outcomes to be realized.
Second, everyday democracy is underpinned by robust commitment to the term “open.” Open signifies the type of problem foregrounded—namely, problems that are not private. It characterizes the nature of the process itself, as well; participants co-create solutions. Open also points to the group of people who solve public problems; all affected by a problem can contribute to or contest a solution. And finally, open denotes the standing of the solution. Solutions are always provisional; new groups can and must revisit and revise previous attempts to solve problems.

At the most fundamental level, everyday democracy is characterized by ongoing co-creation; it happens here, regularly, instead of at a preassigned polling place once every few years or a one-time workshop facilitated by outside experts. The hallmark of everyday democracy, in other words, is people—non-elites and elites alike—making and re-making public things together wherever they are.

A metaphor might be helpful. Everyday democracy is more like jazz than playing a set piece of music. Most obviously, one cannot play jazz alone. Everyday democracy, too, is always done with others. And, like jazz, everyday democracy is also improvisational. Because it is not animated by a preconceived plan, nobody knows in advance exactly how things will turn out. Each session looks different from those that preceded it because participants adjust and adapt their approach as they go. This, in turn, requires participants to be in a sustained dialogue with an array of interests—hence the jazz-like call-and-response nature of everyday democracy.

Indeed, in everyday democracy, conflict and dissonance are not failures to be immediately and permanently resolved. They are an integral and irreducible part of ongoing efforts to co-create common worlds. Everyday democracy, then, is less an uninterrupted harmony than a clashing and even cacophonous collaboration.

Just as most players in a jazz ensemble solo at some point, each participant in everyday democracy has the chance to meaningfully contribute.
**Everyday Democracy in Comparative Context**

Although we do not think everyday democracy is entirely distinct, comparing and contrasting it with other approaches to public action will help clarify what sets everyday democracy apart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Everyday democracy</th>
<th>Policy reforms</th>
<th>Behavioral depolarization interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary activity</strong></td>
<td>Civic co-creation</td>
<td>Advocacy, interest group bargaining</td>
<td>Facilitated contact and deliberation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key decision-makers</strong></td>
<td>People embedded in the community (or setting) where the problem is being experienced</td>
<td>Policymakers and advocates</td>
<td>Experts designing the interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site(s) of activity</strong></td>
<td>Collective settings where people already gather (recreational groups, churches, neighborhood associations, etc.)</td>
<td>Policymaking arenas, including legislatures, agencies, courts, etc.</td>
<td>Invited workshops, curated experiences, trainings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory of change for promoting democracy</strong></td>
<td>People develop skills, habits, motivations, and imaginative horizons for shared action</td>
<td>Institutions incentivize compromise and negotiation (instead of divisiveness and distrust)</td>
<td>Individuals adopt “pro-pluralistic” attitudes and beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources of pluralism</strong></td>
<td>A byproduct of everyday democracy</td>
<td>Institutional changes that shape individual behaviors</td>
<td>The system works better when individuals adopt pluralistic attitudes and beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed intervention</strong></td>
<td>Resource and support well-designed civic infrastructure (meso-level)</td>
<td>Change public policy (macro level)</td>
<td>Support efforts to heal individual relationships (micro-level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lasting impact</strong></td>
<td>Creates capacity for future public problem-solving</td>
<td>More efficient institutions</td>
<td>Healthier individuals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A: Comparing Everyday Democracy to Other Approaches to Democracy Reform**
As noted above, many have argued that macro-level policy reforms are important. We do not disagree. But as figure A illustrates, everyday democracy can be distinguished from this approach insofar as it is not carried out by elites making backroom bargains. Nor is everyday democracy dedicated toward influencing the policy decisions hashed out behind closed doors. On the one hand, public action cannot be reduced to a zero-sum struggle over the distribution of scarce resources. People can co-create new things of public value, including but not limited to material goods. On the other hand, ordinary people have as much claim to the structures that shape their lives as elected officials or state bureaucrats. Moreover, they do not need to be saved from themselves; they can learn how to work together across difference without the intervention of representatives or bureaucrats. Everyday democracy, then, foregrounds the ways that non-elites—often working with elites—struggle over scarce resources, yes, but also address their own (public) problems as they see fit, often far from traditional centers of power and often in ways that elites may not have anticipated.

Advocates of micro-level depolarization interventions usually foreground the importance of dialogue. Conversation can help unsettle stereotypes and, as a result, help partisans recognize that their opponents are real people. These are obviously worthy endeavors. Yet everyday democracy is not focused only on deliberation. People need to practice sharing power to experience the concrete benefits (and challenges) of engaging with those who have distinct interests.

People need to practice sharing power to experience the concrete benefits (and challenges) of engaging with those who have distinct interests. This is especially true given that talk can be cheap; people often say one thing while doing another. Everyday democracy links speech and action. As such, it helps people learn that trade-offs, negotiation, and compromise—i.e., sharing power—are part and parcel of public life. When solving public problems, one must come to terms with the reality that one does not always get one’s way. Sometimes, in other words, one loses. This is not a salutary truth, yet it is critically important that those living in contemporary democracies understand it.

If the goal is mutual understanding, in contrast, loss is easier to avoid. More dialogue, presumably, leads to better understanding. To be sure, there might be disagreement. Yet theoretical disagreement seems distinct from concrete failure to achieve one’s goals. Not only can the deliberators avoid loss sometimes entailed in solving public problems across difference, they also avoid developing the resilience that democracy demands.

To be sure, deliberation is a critical component of everyday democracy. As noted above, practitioners of every democracy are always engaged in conversation with a wide array of interests. And because everyday democracy emerges in response to particular problems, the conversations that unfold take place between those who might not normally sign up for a deliberative assembly advertised by academics or advocates. Along with democratic resilience, then, practitioners of everyday democracy also pick up the skills, habits, and empathy that quality deliberation can generate.

That said, everyday democracy only teaches these lessons when participants perceive that they can meaningfully contribute to solving the problems that affect them. Acceptance of (relative) uncertainty over outcomes is contingent upon (relative) certainty over the problem-solving process. This is what makes civic infrastructure so important.

We examine the civic infrastructure that helps catalyze everyday democracy in short order. But we must note here that lessons about power sharing and loss/resilience are lessons about pluralism. There are many ways to define pluralism. Some seem to think it is a set of attitudes or beliefs about the dignity and worth of others—or the affective “other.” Some argue that it is “a way of being and acting in community together.” Still others understand it as a way of life. And some insist that broader social forces cannot be neglected in debates about pluralism: political and/or economic institutions, they suggest, are the primary sources of power sharing or the structural inequalities that inhibit it.
While we are not committed to a particular definition, we think that action is critical to each of them. This is part of the reason that everyday democracy helps cultivate it, albeit indirectly. As noted above, partaking in everyday democracy reveals that defeat is not necessarily due to hypocrisy, hatred, or corruption. Different people value different things and, as a consequence, not all interests can be realized simultaneously.

The ongoing and iterative nature of everyday democracy can do more than merely demystify one’s opponents; it can also help cultivate durable public relationships across difference—relationships that can be transformative, at least in the long run. Indeed, we think everyday democracy can even change the structural conditions that some contend generate and sustain enmity and distrust. Small-scale efforts to solve public problems have, at times, precipitated broader change. It is worth reiterating, though, that even if a pluralistic public culture is a byproduct of everyday democracy, pluralism is not the primary goal. Everyday democracy is first and foremost geared toward solving public problems.

This is part of the reason why we think everyday democracy is promising: It seems better equipped to respond to concerns about sustainability than other approaches. Because it is self-organized, one need not constantly advocate on behalf of distant representatives and political institutions or rely on outside sponsors for convenings. The same is true with scale, at least in theory: There is no reason why people cannot adopt and adapt everyday democracy as they see fit. With a few instruments, a lot of practice, and a commitment to making music, anyone can play jazz. The same is true of everyday democracy. And partisan gridlock is less of an issue (at least in comparison with approaches that target formal political institutions) given everyday democracy operates largely outside the domain of government.

**Collective Settings as Civic Infrastructure**

Although anyone can do everyday democracy, it does not simply happen. Most importantly for our purposes here, it requires infrastructure, especially if it is to be more than an ephemeral and episodic occurrence. To switch metaphors for a moment, just as urban planners attempting to reduce car traffic understand the importance of alternative transportation infrastructure, proponents of everyday democracy must recognize that their efforts are in large part contingent upon the quality of available civic infrastructure. Describing the many benefits of cycling or offering biking classes, for instance, will not necessarily persuade people to ride their bike more often; bikes need to be readily available, bike lanes built and maintained, adequate traffic regulations enforced, etc. Goodwill and positive attitudes are not enough.

Everyday democracy is no different. Like any other repeated activity undertaken by a broad range of people across time and space, it requires infrastructure. We are especially interested in one critically important piece of this civic infrastructure: collective settings.

Again, part of the reason we think everyday democracy merits more attention is that collective settings are ubiquitous, even if this vital piece of civic infrastructure suffers from disrepair, poor design, or outright neglect for the reasons described above. So, alongside institutional reforms and efforts to nudge individuals into new attitudes or beliefs, we think more attention should be paid to rebuilding or repairing already existing civic infrastructure that helps people work together across difference to solve public problems.

That said, not all collective settings generate the kind of open-ended co-creation we call everyday democracy. Neighborhood associations, for instance, are often notoriously exclusionary. And they are not unique; many collective settings are explicitly anti-pluralist. Collective settings, in other words, do
not necessarily help catalyze everyday democracy—or a pluralistic public culture, more generally. But they have in the past and we think that they can in the future.

The matter of demand is more complicated. While we believe that people are interested in solving their public problems, macro- and micro-level solutions to public problems are increasingly dominant, leaving little space or even apparent need for everyday democracy and the collective settings that help catalyze it. More concerning, whereas macro- and micro-level approaches often promise significant benefits with relatively minimal costs, everyday democracy is nothing if not difficult. The outcome, of course, is also far from certain. It is hard to convince people to pour time and energy into something that may not bear any fruit. Evidence suggests, though, that participating in everyday democracy helps people develop a sense of agency and empowerment that, in turn, makes it more likely that they will continue to participate in the future.

Collective Settings for Co-Creation

What kinds of collective settings help people work together across difference to address public problems?

Perhaps nobody has done more to answer this question than political economist and Nobel laureate Elinor Ostrom. Through her detailed study of forests, fisheries, and other types of "common-pool resources," Ostrom demonstrated that people around the world have developed ways to solve public problems without relying on coercive state power or interventions facilitated by outside experts. Although she does not use the term, we think these are examples of everyday democracy, and civic infrastructure was critical to them.

Not every collective setting features the design principles we highlight below. Nor is it the case that civil infrastructure alone is sufficient for everyday democracy. Rather, our review of the existing literature suggests that the following four design principles are critical components of the civic infrastructure that helps cultivate everyday democracy.

Designing for Participatory Governance

First and foremost is Ostrom’s finding regarding the importance of directly participatory governance. Participants are active co-creators at each level or stage of the process. Some are regular participants in meetings to determine the allocation of goods. Some supervise resource use. Some adjudicate disputes. And so on. In essence, designing for direct participation enables people to exercise concrete rather than symbolic power; or in Ostrom’s words, resource-users are “authorized” to “make and modify” decision rules as well as monitor enforcement of them. In short, participants share power.

Directly participatory governance, then, cannot be reduced to “voice” or representation. Participants were not merely afforded a chance to express their view in something like a forum. Nor can representatives claim to act on behalf of everyone. Moreover, it is worth underlining here that participants are not given an opportunity to weigh in on a preconceived plan created by experts. In fact, they are not given anything. Participants co-create, implement, and enforce their own efforts.

Formal political authorities can be partners in this undertaking—and Ostrom refers to such arrangements as examples of “polycentric governance.” But formal political authorities may not be invited to partner with participants. The decision rests with the participants. The participants, in other words, determine how power is delegated. Power, then, flows outward from participants instead of downward to them (from official authorities).
Case Study 2: Alaskan Voting Reforms

(See Appendix A for a description of the methodology behind these comparative case studies.)

By Emily B. Campbell

Rank Choice Voting

Rank choice voting (RCV) allows voters to rank candidates instead of voting for only one candidate. Proponents of RCV argue it increases competition, offers voters more choice, enhances the representativeness of candidates, and prevents vote-splitting. Because RCV forces politicians to campaign for second-choice votes, candidates are incentivized to moderate, work across party lines, and seek voters outside their base. RCV is lauded for bringing more people, especially apathetic and politically disengaged voters, into the process.

Empirical research on its impact remains unclear, however. Some research finds RCV can reward populist candidates with crossover appeal and that it has mixed effects on voter satisfaction. Those skeptical of RCV characterize it as confusing for voters, though research shows voters learn the system relatively quickly. Some experimental research finds RCV increases overall faith in the electoral system by enhancing voter perceptions about fairness. Its impact for candidates of color is unclear, and its influence on policy outcomes and political culture remains undetermined.

RCV in Alaska

In 2020, Alaskans approved Ballot Measure 2, which adopted an open primary for state and federal elections and a “top four” RCV system for general elections. In the primary, all registered voters select one candidate from a ballot that lists all candidates regardless of party affiliation. The top four candidates then advance to the general election, in which voters rank their choices in order of preference. If a candidate garners a majority of the vote, they win. If no candidate receives the majority of the votes, the last-place candidate is eliminated. For those who top-ranked the eliminated candidate, their second choices are then tallied with other candidates while those who only voted for the last-place candidate have their ballots eliminated. This process continues until a candidate achieves a majority to win the election.

Alaska’s first use of the new system came unexpectedly in the summer of 2022 after the untimely death of Rep. Don Young, a Republican. Forty-eight candidates entered the special election. The open primary yielded four candidates: Democrat Mary Peltola, Republican Sarah Palin, Republican Nick Begich, and independent Al Gross. Gross dropped out of the race, citing challenges running as an independent, and endorsed Peltola. Because the first round of tallying votes in the general election did not produce a majority winner, Republican Nick Begich was the first candidate eliminated. When his votes were reallocated, Peltola defeated Palin by a 3 percent margin and became the first Alaska Native congressperson in US history. Peltola beat Palin again in the November midterms.

In the 2022 November midterms, two other candidates with crossover appeal won: Republican Cathy Giessel in the state senate and incumbent Republican Lisa Murkowski in the US Senate. Overall, the 2022 midterms were the most competitive race in five election cycles. Voter turnout was lower than 2018, however, with only 48 percent of eligible voters participating compared to 52 percent. Thirty-five percent of eligible voters turned out in the primaries, tying with 2014 for the highest turnout in 20 years.

To further understand the on-the-ground impact of these reforms, I conducted 16 original, semi-structured interviews in Alaska in spring 2023, during the first post-RCV legislative session.

Strengths: Cross-Party Coalition Emerges

In 2022, centrist Giessel took back her seat in the Alaska Senate after losing it in 2020 over criticism for collaborating with Democrats. On her victory, Sen. Bill Wielechowski, Democrat and Chair of the Rules Committee, remarked:

I don’t know that she would’ve won without rank choice voting. It would’ve been a Republican seat, but their opponent was a guy who was much more conservative than she.... I don’t know if we would have a bipartisan majority without her; it’s definitely moderated the Senate in that regard.

Just two days after the election ended, the Alaska Senate formed a bipartisan coalition for the first time in a decade with 17 of its 20 members signing on. Giessel, the Senate majority leader, made cross-partisanship central to her governance. She explained, “When you are making public policy, it requires all hands, all thoughts, all opinions... I’ve worked with all sides, and I’ve found that’s the only way to really get good policy done.”

Challenges: A Partisan Reform?

Alaska’s reforms have been met by considerable detractors. There is a grassroots effort to collect enough signatures to repeal the reform run by Alaskans for Honest Elections, who claim that RCV hurt Republicans at the polls.

In interviews, seven out of eight Republicans—all but Giessel—expressed negative opinions about RCV, ranging from doubt to outright disdain. Many character
ized the ballots as confusing and worried that they depressed turnout. Some questioned the value of rewarding centristm and characterized the reforms as incentivizing spinelessness. For example, Rep. Stanley Wright, a Republican, explained, “You get candidates that are kind of not one way or the other, kind of the middle of the road.... It’s more of a chameleon in the room, who just says whatever, just to get that vote.”

Notes
9 Prior to the reform, the Republican party ran a partially closed or classic closed primary that allowed all registered voters but Democrats to participate. See: Jerry McBeath, “Alaska Electoral Reform.”
13 A total of 16 interviews were conducted by phone and in Juneau. 12 with elected officials and their staff and four with experts. In terms of party makeup, eight Republicans and four Democrats, either elected officials or their staff, were interviewed in addition to four interviews with policy experts and journalists. All interviewees agreed to go “on the record” and as such are quoted directly. For recruitment, all members of the state senate and house were contacted by email requesting an interview. Other experts were identified in the literature and contacted by email.
14 In person interview, April 11, 2023.
15 In person interview, April 11, 2023.
18 In person interview, April 13, 2023.
There are many other ways to design collective settings for participatory power sharing. For Mark R. Warren and organizers trained in the Industrial Areas Foundation, it looks like an ongoing practice of one-to-ones, caucus meetings, and large group accountability sessions. Labor organizers like Jane McAlevey stress the importance of ensuring that rank-and-file workers have seats at the negotiating table. Management has picked up on the importance of power sharing, too; the organizational theorist Peter Senge, among others, has long pushed for more inclusive management structures, at least within certain parts of firms. Details aside, designing for directly participatory governance ensures that the problem-solving process is open. More than mere observers or passive bystanders, participants share power by co-creating solutions to public problems.

**Designing for Accountability (for All Affected)**

Along with the exercise of power, of course, comes accountability. While the language of accountability seems to have been lost with the proliferation of nonprofits, philanthropies, and other private organizations that operate at some remove from those directly affected by a public problem, it is a critically important component of everyday democracy. The collective settings that help catalyze everyday democracy, then, are explicitly designed to ensure that the participants who exercise power are accountable to all affected by their actions. This means that co-creators not only share power, they also share accountability.

Directly participatory governance alleviates many of the traditional concerns about vertical accountability by closing the gap between so-called principals and the agents who represent them. Practitioners of everyday democracy make resource-use rules, for instance, as well as monitor adherence to them and sanction rule-breaking, participants identify public problems as well as demand reports that detail what has (and has not) been done to address them, and co-creators elect leaders to serve on special committees and refuse to reelect them when they do not or cannot deliver. In essence, practitioners of everyday democracy are both principals and agents. This “convergence,” to use Mark E. Warren’s helpful term, mitigates the likelihood that one group of principals acts in ways that harm some distinct group of agents.

Yet not everyone affected by a public problem can or will directly participate in the problem-solving process. Some, in other words, will be on the sidelines. Hence the importance of well-known mechanisms for accountability like transparent decision-making processes, public reports of results, and, of course, elections for leadership positions.

Identifying and including potential participants is relatively straightforward when the public problem involves a natural resource (resource-users), labor dispute (collective bargaining unit), or firm’s expansion (management). But in everyday democracy, constituencies are not always as clearly defined because it is not immediately clear who is affected by a problem. This means that creating (and re-creating) principals or constituencies is often part of the project. On the one hand, this means that participants must be responsible as well as responsive to those affected by their actions. Whereas the latter term assumes a stable set of interests, the former recognizes the constantly shifting terrain upon which practitioners of everyday democracy operate. On the other hand, a different kind of accountability problem can emerge in everyday democracy: voluntary or self-selecting participants must be accountable to those who are not actively participating. If not, if some people affected by the problem are excluded (either de facto or de jure) from the problem-solving process, everyday democracy can devolve into something else—something more unintentionally exclusionary and perhaps even explicitly anti-pluralist. Things done in someone else’s name are often of little benefit to them, and, worse, recipients of the action have no easy way of registering their opposition.
Besides the mechanisms for accountability mentioned above, we have identified another way that collective settings can increase accountability: designing collective settings with porous boundaries. Political theorist and community organizer Romand Coles has stressed the necessity of physical movement in communities increasingly segregated by race, class, and partisan ideology. Movement can not only help unsettle existing hierarchies within a group of public problem-solvers (everyone has to get off their own turf), it increases the likelihood that group members will encounter potential participants that otherwise would not contribute or new problems that might go unaddressed. Coles’s insights are not necessarily novel. As Marshall Ganz notes, physical movement—like a march—have long been critical to everyday democracy.52 This is less because they raise awareness or visibility for a particular cause as much as they present an occasion to establish new connections53 and rekindle old ones. Beyond literal movement, recruiting via canvassing, one-to.ones, or public meetings can help institutionalize porous boundaries. And personal connections are, of course, critical. As organizers have long insisted and social scientists have confirmed, it is much more difficult to turn down an invitation from a familiar acquaintance than an anonymous door-knocker, much less a form email or text. All this movement decreases the likelihood that one group of well-intentioned and highly motivated participants can claim to act for everyone affected by a public problem and, at the same time, lowers barriers to entry for new participants.54

Designing for Difference

Porous boundaries are also likely to increase the diversity of participants. This means that collective settings must also be designed for difference. But beyond the fact that it is inevitable, diversity is also critical to building durable solutions to public problems.

How to design collective settings to ensure that diverse individuals can partake in everyday democracy? Heterogeneous groups (or groups of groups) are difficult to cultivate and even harder to sustain.55 Members of diverse groups, for instance, often end up working with people whose views they find misguided or even offensive. Lamentably, sustained contact does not inevitably alleviate animosity.56 Indeed, those with whom one disagrees are not necessarily deserving of moral respect. In everyday democracy, diversity can be a pragmatic rather than moral commitment. It can even be understood as a necessary evil, at least early on; necessary in order to build and sustain the kind of group needed to effectively address a public problem but evil insofar it requires making (temporary) alliances with those whom one would prefer to avoid, often for very good reasons.57

To return, though, to the question at hand: Public relationships are critical to sustaining the diverse groups that partake in everyday democracy.58 The modifier public signifies a relationship that is neither grounded in affinity or affection nor nakedly instrumental. Public relationships are distinct, then, from both friendships and economic transactions. As Hannah Arendt puts it, public relationships are characterized by shared interests in something “which lies between people and therefore can relate and bind them together.”59 For us, this thing that binds people together is a public problem. Unlike most friendships, then, public relationships are not built on shared backgrounds or values. And whereas market exchanges often involve the same goal—individual gain/profit—the agents do not hold anything in common. Public relationships, in contrast, are characterized by iterative and self-directed interactions of people working toward a concrete common goal.

Face-to-face gatherings have long been considered critical for building public relationships.60 But face-to-face gatherings are not enough; public relationships also require some distance from the hierarchies embedded in market and state formations. Scholars like Robert Putnam and Jürgen Habermas, among others, contend that a vibrant “civil society” or “public sphere” is the space where citizens develop such relationships.61 Defined by the (relative) absence of formal economic and state institutions, non-market or non-state settings enable actors to associate and communicate as (relative) equals rather than consumers/producers or rulers/ruled. The sociologist Eric Klinenberg argues that more
Case Study 3: The Blue Mountain Forest Partners

(See Appendix A for a description of the methodology behind these comparative case studies.)

By Emily B. Campbell

The Blue Mountain Forest Partners (BMFP) is an unlikely coalition working to ensure the vitality and sustainability of Malheur National Forest in Oregon and the rural communities who call the forest home. Established in 2006, this “diverse group of stakeholders” unites around a process that is “locally-supported, incentives-driven and that relies on the power of solutions that integrate the environmental, economic and social needs of communities.”

Composed of once-feuding entities, the BMFP now has over 30 participating organizations. To understand the BMFP, I spent one week in John Day, Oregon, attending all partnership events. I formally interviewed 16 people.

BMFP’s Origins

The partnership began with informal meetings between Boyd Britton, the Grant County Commissioner, and Susan Jane Brown, a successful Portland-based environmental lawyer who’d been instrumental in shutting down logging in Oregon since the 1990s. Brown described the first meetings as “very difficult” and having “a lot of anger and baggage” on both sides. Of her motivations, she explained: “The reason folks like me came to the table was because we were starting to see an increase in the severity and frequency of wildfires, and those fires were burning up a lot of that habitat that we managed to save in the late ’90s.”

Leaving the forest untouched, coupled with fire-suppression, had created an ecological disaster. In order to restore health, the forest required thinning—and a mill to process removed lumber. Informal talks to understand shared interests lasted three years.

In 2012, the last mill in the area was threatened with closure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended sure due to inactivity. This threat drew more people into the partnership. As BMFP board member Zack Williams said, it was “desperation” that brought people to the table. Five generations of his family had worked in ranching and lumber in Grant County. The mill closing would have ended

Participatory Governance

The partnership is built on the mutual understanding that working together is the only path forward. As one US Forest Service member said after a public meeting, “We either do something, or we do nothing and it all burns.” At a field trip, speaking to the group’s approach to a recent project, Executive Director Mark Webb asked reflexively, “What can we do that meets everybody’s needs?”

The work of BMFP is guided by a number of ratified bylaws and operations procedures. Guiding all processes is an ethos of mutual respect, civil communication, transparency, and openness to each other’s perspectives to innovate mutually beneficial solutions. All voting members must sign the Declaration of Commitment that promises to honor established agreements and to advance the BMFP mission. The BMFP uses a “consensus minus one” model for decision-making to ensure that decisions are made collectively without allowing one dissident to stymie the entire process. Voting members can also “stand aside” so as not to block the motion. When voting, members can express degrees of support including: “I agree with this decision and will publicly support it,” “I agree with this decision but will refrain from publicly supporting it,” and “I can live with this decision (and will not disparage it in public).”

The BMFP has established a “science-based zones of agreement” approach to forest restoration that is issue based rather than project based, allowing for efficiency that impacts much larger areas of the forest than a single grove of old growth pines. The zones of agreement “memorialize the best available science” and provide detailed knowledge on the forest, wildlife, and forest treatments.

Experimentation

The collaborative has also an agreed upon a set of epistemological standards to guide its decision-making. They let the science lead, meaning partners will allow science (instead of their opinions) to adjudicate protracted conflict. With long-term science collaboration, a feedback loop of knowledge production has been established. Informal time also allows creativity to emerge, and leaving spaces traditionally associated with conflict is deeply beneficial. As Dave Hannibal, BMFP board member and base manager of Grayback Forestry Inc., explained, “When they sit and listen to the science itself, it helps move them to the middle. If you’re just told, ‘Well, you’re going to now do it the opposite way you’ve always done it before because we decided that’ versus hearing the science behind it. Once you hear the science behind it, it makes more sense.”

Monthly field trips to monitor the progress and status of projects in the forest allow for informal discussions and a visceral reminder of their shared work. Scientist James Johnston, an assistant professor in the College of Forestry at Oregon State University, explained, “[After] the field trip I always report my findings, [and] do presentations. I’m deeply embedded as a member, so a lot of this happens via informal interactions as well.

Hannibal explained the value of spending time in the forest together,
If we sit around a business table, [a] big old meeting table, and we’re all sitting here in our positions, we’re playing this game, where it’s like, “Okay, I’m a logger and I want to cut trees” and “I’m an environmentalist and I want to save everything.” We just get stuck in our positions. But when we’re in the forest, now... it’s green; the sun’s shining. We’re looking at trees and forest, and it’s easier to come to the middle and it’s easier to see the other people as the good human beings that they are rather than vilify them.22

Challenges: Accountability (for All Affected)

Science does not necessarily produce clear-cut answers or provide a guidebook for how to manage the forest together. For those who do not understand highly-specialized science, the detailed and technical nature of the approach can be both confounding and alienating. This has the effect, whether intentional or not, of creating a group of highly educated, specialized collaborators to the detriment of broader citizen engagement.23 Further equipping scientists with skills and resources for translational, civic science may foster broader trust and protect scientists doing vital, public work.

Notes

4 I attended public meetings, board meetings, social events, and their hallmark field trip for a total of roughly 40 contact hours. Each day, I spoke with and interviewed members of the partnership, the US Forest Service, their scientific collaborators, and concerned, active citizens. Interviews ranged in duration from 45 minutes to 1 hour 45 minutes. See Methodology section of this report.
5 Phone interview, March 24, 2023.
8 Phone interview, March 24, 2023.
9 Phone interview, March 24, 2023.
13 The BMFP takes the Declaration of Commitment very seriously and reserves the right to deny membership to people they believe are approaching the Partnership in bad faith.; Blue Mountain Forest Partners, Declaration of Commitment, accessed February 19, 2023.
15 Blue Mountain Forest Partners, Bylaws of Blue Mountain Forest Partners.
20 Antuma et al., Restoring Forests and Communities.
22 Phone interview, March 23, 2023.
23 Science is subject to debate within the field, and the science and scientists engaged with BMFP have not avoided criticism. From the environmental community, some have questioned the science used and characterized the scientists engaged with the partnership as “sell outs.” On the other side, community members distrustful of federal overreach through the US Forest Service have accused scientists in the region of falsifying data for political ends. Though it is outside the scope of this study to determine whether these allegations are verifiable or hearsay, such challenges point to the hard path scientists must walk in polarized contexts. For collective settings that rely on scientific knowledge to inform their decision making, not translating science in a way that is accessible to nonspecialists risks alienating and deterring nonspecialists from the process.
public money ought to be devoted to building libraries, parks, and other spaces where diverse pub-
lies can engage on relatively equal footing. Feminist historian Sara Evans and political theorist Harry
Boyte argue the “free spaces,” small-scale settings characterized by the “absence of oversight from
dominant groups,” are critical to public-relationship formation. Freedom Movement participant Bob
Moses, however, thinks that such sites are more tenuous than theorists like Evans and Boyte acknowl-
dge. Hence his use of the term “crawlspaces,” semi-secret sites where people gather as relatively equals in the midst of
entrenched hierarchies. Regardless of the term used, scholars agree that in order to cultivate the public relationships
critical to everyday democracy, collective settings must be
designed to be relatively egalitarian. They disagree about the
best way to open up these spaces—and keep them open.

Designing for Experimentation

This brings us to another key design principle of collective
settings that help catalyze everyday democracy. They enable
experimentation. As noted above, everyday democracy is an
iterative and open-ended affair—more like jazz than a set
piece of music. Solutions, too, are contested and challenged,
revisited and revised. There is always another performance, to continue the jazz metaphor. This does
not necessarily mean that a prior decision was flawed; it means that changing circumstances or
constituencies require updating an old solution or developing an entirely new one.

There are several ways to design collective settings for experimentation. Solutions to public problems
must be visible to all affected by them, including those who are not initially part of the problem-
solving process. This facilitates the formation of new publics who co-create new solutions to new
public problems. Transparency also helps sustain participation by increasing trust in the problem-
solving process as well as the problem-solvers. Participants need to be able to see their fingerprints
on solutions. This can be institutionalized by issuing meeting minutes, publishing reports, holding
end-of-project meetings, etc.

Beyond transparency, we think there are (at least) two more dimensions of collective settings that
bear directly on experimentation: faith and community. By faith, we do not mean traditional theo-
dlogical doctrine, much less any specific set of belief in “God” articulated by an organized religion.
Rather, we mean to capture the importance of designing collective settings to foster a shared commit-
ment to the view that things can be different that they are. Designing for this sort of faith, in other
words, encourages participants to consider the difference between the world as it is and the world as
it might be and what can be done to close that gap (even if only partially and temporarily). Faith, in
other words, can foster a motivation and a horizon for everyday democracy. Closely related to faith is
community (beyond coalition). Twentieth-century Italian social theorist Antonio Gramsci argued that
churches were the most powerful political organization. Indeed, he refused to distinguish between
“church” and effective organizations, more generally.

Conventional faith communities are underpinned by a rich set of social practices. These gatherings—
from feasts and festivals to fasts and funerals and everything in between—help a group become more
than the sum of its parts. Durkheim called this phenomenon “collective effervescence,” which he
described as a sense of losing oneself in a broader community and, as a result, the emergence of a new
“self.” While Durkheim is often associated with the study of traditional “religion,” social psychologists
have found that collective effervescence can occur outside conventional faith communities. Empirical
social scientists are not the only ones interested in the affective dimension of collective settings. Writing
in different contexts, Saidiya Hartman describes Black life as a “swarm” and Judith Butler details the
embodied solidarity that emerges in assemblies. Along with providing a sense of belonging, these
sorts of gatherings help sustain the community after (inevitable) setbacks.
Conclusion

What does all this mean for those concerned about the future of American politics? How, in other words, to catalyze everyday democracy vis-à-vis collective settings? Although always attractive, macro-level interventions alone are both infeasible and unsuited for the task. First and foremost, large-scale political and economic institutions seem to be responsible for our current crisis, at least in part. As a result, it is not clear how or why they might suddenly be redeployed for pluralistic purposes. Moreover, the diffuse and decentralized nature of everyday democracy means that even if it were possible to implement macro-level interventions, it is not clear that such interventions can catalyze everyday democracy. While formal institutional reforms can make it more likely that people have time and space to act together, a more fine-grained approach is often appropriate. Because everyday democracy emerges in response to specific problems, it is often hyper-local, at least at first. Large-scale reforms meant to spark everyday democracy in one context might have the opposite effect in another.

Micro-level depolarization interventions, on the other hand, can open up possibilities for everyday democracy by targeting the individual attitudes and beliefs that generate divisiveness and distrust. But everyday democracy does not emerge from curated workshops or one-on-one dialogues, at least as currently constructed; these settings are not action-oriented.

In our view, an alternative approach consists of rebuilding and repairing already existing collective settings so that they help catalyze everyday democracy, beginning, perhaps, with those to which one already belongs. This means advocating for design considerations, most importantly participatory governance, accountability to all affected, public relationships, and experimentation. What emerges from such settings might not be what anyone, much less an outside observer or funder, expects. Yet it may be what is most needed at that particular time and place. Moreover, the byproducts—not the least of which is a pluralistic public culture—make the investment worthwhile.

Everyday democracy is not a panacea, of course. Our intent in this report, however, has been to suggest that it merits more attention. Along with reforming political institutions and convening dialogues across difference, then, we think that those concerned about American politics might also work to identify instances of everyday democracy and work to build, sustain, and support the civic infrastructure that helps catalyze it.
Appendix A

Methods for a Comparative Case Study of American Democratic Revitalization

Emily B. Campbell, PhD

Research Questions
What are the effects of various approaches—behavioral interventions, collective settings, or institutional reforms—in shaping people’s ability to work together across difference to solve public problems?
How do collective settings successfully enable everyday democracy that builds pluralism?

Aim
This research seeks to understand how collective settings influence people’s ability to come together across lines of difference to solve public problems—in other words, people’s ability to engage in the core work of a functioning democracy. Through a set of case studies, the research seeks to compare the strengths and weaknesses of three types of approaches:
1. Behavioral-style approaches that bring people of divergent political persuasions into constructive dialogue
2. Institutional approaches that focus on things like electoral reforms
3. Collective settings that use plural, community-based coalition work to solve public problems

Study Design
Methodologically, we use a qualitative, comparative case study approach. A case study approach is favorable as it allows for a detailed account of a given intervention by illuminating what people in the setting think and feel about their situation. Moreover, the case studies enable us to generate cross-cutting comparisons in service of understanding their strengths and weaknesses.
The cases studies fall across three major approaches:
1. Behavioral-style approaches that bring people of divergent political persuasions into constructive dialogue (n=1)
2. Institutional approaches that focus on things like electoral reforms (n=1)
3. Collective settings that use plural, community-based coalition work to solve public problems (n=1)

Selected cases were identified through a comprehensive review.

Justification
Case studies have the empirical advantage of illuminating how a social process unfolds. Qualitative case studies typically interview less than 40 participants given the in-depth nature of the approach. This allows for increased “validity of fine-grained, in-depth inquiry in naturalistic settings.” Though not generalizable in the statistical sense, qualitative research that relies on a smaller number of in-depth interviews can be theory-generative. Moreover, as we are interested in thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and impact of respective interventions, interviews allow us to uncover participants’ meaning-making processes.
## Data Collected by Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Methodology and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Braver Angels (BA)**      | 14 interviews: 12 with participants and two with Alliance leaders  
Of the 12 participants interviewed: nine were “Blue” and three were “Red”; six men and six women; all white  
Attendance of two workshops in person  
In the two workshops, 1/20 and 2/15 were people of color. The workshops had more men than women, though nationally the organization skews female  
Recruitment: All participants of the two workshops were given the option to voluntarily participate in an interview  
Review of participant surveys from workshops  
Review of BA-produced reports and literature |
| **Alaskan Voting Reforms**  | 16 interviews: eight Republicans and four Democrats (either elected officials or staff)  
Four interviews with policy experts and journalists  
Recruitment: All members of the state senate and the house were contacted by email requesting an interview. Other experts were identified in the literature and contacted by email. |
| **Blue Mountain Forest Partners (BMFP)** | 16 interviews: 12 with BMFP members, one with a member of the US Forest Service, and three with concerned citizens  
Attendance of three days of intensive meetings and informal social events  
Review of internal and publicly available documents  
Recruitment: All board members of BMFP were contacted by email requesting an interview. Concerned citizens were recruited in person at public meetings. |

## Institutional Review Board

“Strengthening Democracy by Strengthening the Agora” was submitted to the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health’s Institutional Review Board for review on November 22, 2022. The study was approved on March 16, 2023 (IRB00023010).
Bridge Builders: Bringing People Together in a Polarized Age

Nathan Bomey

Demystifying members of the opposing part, and preliminary evidence suggests that they often succeed, for example: trained in counseling or mediation, these sessions bring “reds” and “blues” together for dialogue. They are meant to facilitate structured cross-partisan conversations or dialogues. Led by someone group contact theory to catalyze constructive engagement across difference, for example, Thomas F. Pettigrew et al., “Recent Advances in Intergroup Contact Theory,” International Journal of Intercultural Relations 35, no. 3 (May 2018): 40–49, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0147166X17302868.


Notes


6 Affective polarization is understood in terms of affect and identity rather than political ideology. Affective polarization generates enmity and distrust in a way that ideological polarization need not, an affectively polarized public dislikes the “other side” in a two-party system by virtue of the fact that it is the other side. Whereas ideologically polarized political communities may be able to work together across difference on certain issues, affective polarization renders this impossible: Fellow citizens are either for or against “us.” See Shanto Iyengar et al., “The Origins and Consequences of Affective Polarization in the United States,” Annual Review of Political Science 22 (2019): 129–46, https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-polisci-051117-073034.

7 Such interventions can take many forms. Nascent research suggests that providing partisans with accurate information about the “other side” reduces affective polarization, for example, Douglas J. Ahler and Gaurav Sood, “The Parties in Our Heads: Misperceptions About Party Composition and Their Consequences,” The Journal of Politics 80, no. 3 (July 2018): 964–81, https://doi.org/10.1086/697253. Others have argued that emphasizing a common identity like “American” can reduce partisan animosity, for example, Matthew S. Levendusky, “Americans, not Partisans: Can Priming American National Identity Reduce Affective Polarization?,” The Journal of Politics 80, no. 1 (January 2018): 59–70, https://doi.org/10.1086/693987. Perhaps most prominently, scholars have revisited inter-group contact theory to catalyze constructive engagement across difference, for example, Thomas F. Pettigrew et al., “Recent Advances in Intergroup Contact Theory,” International Journal of Intercultural Relations 35, no. 3 (May 2011): 271–80. This often entails facilitating structured cross-partisan conversations or dialogues. Led by someone trained in counseling or mediation, these sessions bring “reds” and “blues” together for dialogue. They are meant to demystify members of the opposing part, and preliminary evidence suggests that they often succeed, for example, Nathan Bomey, Bridge Builders: Bringing People Together in a Polarized Age (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2021).


Following Romand Coles, among others, we use the term tradition here to signify an inheritance that is “passed on” or “handed over” from the Latin meaning of the root traditio (see Romand Coles, Beyond Gated Politics: Reflections for the Possibility of Democracy (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2005)). As Coles notes, “pass on” and “hand over” have a double meaning (p. xii). To pass on can mark continuity, but it can also mark refusal. Traditio itself, then, harbors an indeterminacy—like everyday democracy. Understood this way, the public problem-solving traditio is an inheritance that opens up new possibilities, that binds as well as creates. We prefer the term tradition rather than a term like culture for precisely these reasons.


See the website for Manchester Proud at https://www.manchesterproud.org/.

It is, perhaps, easiest to define the meso-level negatively; it foregrounds the spaces in between formal political institutions (the macro) and individual relationships (the micro). The meso-level is not autonomous or self-contained, of course; formal political institutions and individual relationships always shape it. Yet focusing on institutions or individuals can obscure the fact that public life often unfolds elsewhere. Groups or publics shape our shared social world as much as institutions and individuals.


See, for instance, Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward Poor People’s Movements: Why They Succeed, How
can legitimately exercise power until the next round of the contest. This does not mean, of course, that one blindly defers to individual preferences nor ought to ignore political institutions.

Again, Dewey looms large here, although we do not claim to be “Dewyeans” in any meaningful sense; rather, Dewey’s insights about the importance of beginning with concrete problems and emphasis on the iterative and relational dimensions of problem solving informs our approach.

To be sure, the boundary between public and private is contested, and rightly so. In this meaning of open, though, everyday democracy is oriented toward problems that cannot be addressed by individuals acting alone.

Nobody is relegated to a passive role by virtue of their social, economic, or political status, including expertise (or lack thereof). That means, of course, that agents must share power.


Among many others, the great Cornel West has used this metaphor (in conversation, of course); see Miriam Strube and Cornel West, “Pragmatism’s Tragicomic Jazzman: A Talk with Cornell West” *Amerikastudien / American Studies* 58, no. 2 (2013): 291–301 as well as Harry C. Boyte, *Awakening Democracy through Public Work: Pedagogies of Empowerment* (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University Press, 2018).

Juliet Hooker forcefully argues that democratic politics has broken down when one group of people continually loses. When the burdens of trade-offs, negotiations, and compromise are not equally distributed, Hooker rightfully contends that marginalized groups—such as Black people in the United States—should refuse further loss and reject calls for continued sacrifice. Hooker says less about alternatives in such circumstances. As we discuss in more detail, we think everyday democracy is a promising path forward. This is not a matter of justice or fairness as much as a strategic necessity. See Juliet Hooker, “Black Lives Matter and the Paradoxes of US Black Politics: From Democratic Sacrifice to Democratic Repair,” *Political Theory* 44 no. 4 (2016): 448–69, https://doi.org/10.1177/0090591716640314.

Nor is it one that politicians running for office are keen to share. Sam Bagg and Isak Tranvik discuss the reasons that candidates running for office need not—and should not—tell such truths. The media has fewer justifications for neglecting these truths, although while candidates who fail to engage in some dirty tactics risk ceding political power to the least scrupulous candidates, media outlets only forgo advertising dollars to their competitors who promote lies and peddle fear. See Samuel Bagg and Isak Tranvik, “An Adversarial Ethics for Campaigns and Elections,” *Perspectives on Politics* 17 no. 4 (2019): 973–87.

In short, democracy requires forbearance. One must accept that one’s opponent can legitimately exercise power until the next round of the contest.


We should also note that, unlike resistance or avowedly agonistic forms of politics, everyday democracy is not necessarily adversarial (although it may be). Put otherwise, everyday democracy is an example of constructive politics. See Boyte, “Constructive Politics as Public Work,” 2011 and, more recently, Olufemi O. Taiwo, *Elite Capture: How the Powerful Took Over Identity Politics (And Everything Else)* (Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books, 2022). To be sure, destruction or dismantling may be part of any world-building, to use Arendt’s term. But in everyday democracy, the emphasis is on the latter rather than the former.


37 On the limits of markets to address public problems, see Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution, Near Future Series (Brooklyn, New York: Zone Books, 2015). We are concerned, though, that many seem to think that state-centric redistributive schemes are the only viable alternative to market-centric approaches. Our goal here is to make visible another paradigm: everyday democracy.

38 Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory, 1970; Baiocchi, Militants and Citizens, 2005. Finally, it is not clear how many people are interested in pluralism, as such. A recent Philanthropy for Active Civic Engagement survey on political terms reveals that there is a bipartisan consensus against the term pluralism (see “Analysis of Civic Language Perceptions,” Philanthropy for Active Civic Engagement, October 18, 2022, http://www.pacefunders.org/analysis-of-civic-language-perceptions/). The term was viewed “positively” by less than 25 percent of survey respondents. Unsurprisingly, unity is much more popular, favored by around 75 percent of survey respondents. Demand seems to be a problem for other approaches, as well.


40 Ostrom, Governing the Commons.

41 Ostrom, Governing the Commons.


43 See, for instance, Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory.

44 Warren, Dry Bones Rattling.

45 McAlevey, No Shortcuts.


48 We say “relatively” because we recognize that drawing boundaries can be difficult. Take a labor dispute, for instance: While workers are obviously most directly impacted, their families and communities are indirectly impacted by any labor dispute. Should they, then, be included in the problem-solving process? McAlevey thinks so (see No Shortcuts, 2016). But not all labor organizers share her view.

49 This is also the case in democratic politics, more broadly. See, for instance, the classic work on representation: Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, The Concept of Representation (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1967).


51 Coles, Beyond Gated Politics.

52 Ganz, Why David Sometimes Wins.


54 There is a tension between renewal and the iterative nature of everyday democracy. The latter seems to require skills and knowledge that take time to develop whereas the former demands that inexperienced participants are continually brought into the process.

We must also note that a commitment to coalition building does not entail assuming a posture of detached neutrality. Scholars like Deva Woody and Mie Inouye have shown that even the most “anti-ideological” coalitions still adhere to a set of normative commitments: Woody, *Reckoning*; Mie Inouye, “Starting with People Where They Are: Ella Baker’s Theory of Political Organizing.” *American Political Science Review* 116, no. 2 (2022): 533–46, doi:10.1017/S00030555421001015. Claiming to stay above the fray merely masks one’s underlying values and often reifies the status quo—only those who prefer the existing order (which, of course, is not value neutral) can claim objectivity in the face of criticism. A commitment to pluralism, then, means that coalition members hold their values loosely while being willing to work with those who have different moral visions or beliefs.

In recent “Red for Ed” movements in Arizona, for example, Latinx teachers worked with colleagues who were explicitly anti-immigrant. In similar efforts in Oklahoma and West Virginia, people of color were bombarded with casual racism from white colleagues (see Samuel Bagg, *The Dispersion of Power: A Critical Realist Theory of Democracy* (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, forthcoming)). None of this is new; Black women in the Long Freedom Movement were the beating heart of groups struggling against patriarchy, both within the movement and outside it (see Barbara Ransby, *Ella Baker and the Black Freedom Movement: A Radical Democratic Vision* (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2003)). And, to state the obvious, none of this is fair or just (see Holly McCammon and Karen Campbell, “Allies on the Road to Victory: Coalition Formation Between the Suffragists and the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union.” *Mobilization: An International Quarterly* 7, no. 3 (2002): 231–51, https://doi.org/10.17813/maiq.7.3.p61v817914865qv).


Ostrom, *Governing the Commons*.

Few would deny that religious faith communities have long played key parts in the kinds of participatory and resilient coalitions that solve public problems. From spectacular efforts like those of the Civil Rights Era towards more ordinary projects involving affordable childcare in Cincinnati, people of faith—traditionally understood—have left an indelible mark on the public problem-solving tradition in the United States. Yet this dimension of public problem solving is often overlooked or outright ignored, particularly in Progressive circles or left-wing organizing.

We use the term “faith” because we recognize that there are many reasons for apathy and despair. Acting publicly, then, can be construed as an act of faith—a leap into an unknown, of sorts. Matters of faith have long manifested in people solving public problems. See, for instance, Michael Gecan, *Going Public* (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2002). We also think that faith need not be associated with traditional religion.

For an example of the ways that faith communities can work with secular organizations to address public problems, see Emily B. Campbell, “Contesting Deaths’ Despair: Local Public Religion, Radical Welcome and Community Health in the Overdose Crisis, Massachusetts, USA,” *Open Theology* 8, no. 1 (2022), 248–60, https://doi.org/10.1515/opth-2022-0206.

See, for instance, Yudkin et al., “Prosocial Correlates of Transformative Experiences.”


All data collected by Emily Campbell.